Our Team consists of international and local experts with seasoned project experience that are engaged in providing services across many sectors—from Urban Infrastructure, Buildings, Transportation, Energy to Social Development.
Welcome to Amiand Consulting

Amiand Consulting Pvt. Ltd. (ACPL) is a multi-disciplinary firm that provides Project Advisory, Due Diligence, Planning and Engineering Design, Execution and Commissioning Services to a wide range of Private Sector, Public Sector and Lending Institutions involved in developing social and civil infrastructure facilities worldwide.

Our Belief

We pride ourselves in being a progressive organization with a culture of open communications and ethical values that believes in "client first" philosophy—we also strive to be an Employer of choice for all that join our team.

We will endeavor to provide you ample opportunities for personal and professional growth with a balanced work family environment and appropriate flexibility.
Who we are?

Our Multi Disciplinary services include
- Project Due Diligence-Financial, Economic, Regulatory and Technical Assessments
- Legal and Contractual Compliance
- Cross-Cultural Project Management
- Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) Structuring and Implementation
- Institutional Development and Capacity Enhancement Support

Project Engineering
- Engineering Design-Geotechnical and Civil Structural Design
- Value Engineering-Cost Estimation Services
- Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) and Building Information Modeling (BIM)
- Engineering Surveys, Data Gathering and Site Assessments
- Pre - Feasibility and Feasibility Studies

Project Delivery
- Program and Project Management
- Engineering Surveys
- Quality and Safety Assurance
- Time Management and Scheduling Services
- Contract Administration-Dispute Resolution
- Testing and Commissioning
Core Values

Ethics is the knowledge to know the difference between “What You Have The Right To Do” versus “What Is Right To Do”.

We are committed to protecting the Environment, Health and Safety of our employees, clients, communities and societies where we work.

What we do?

Transit and Rails

Tunnels and Underground Works

Bridges

Highways

Buildings

Pre-Engineering Services & Surveys
Transit and Rails

The Rail and Mass Rapid Transit Systems (MRTS) Team provides Civil and Systems Engineering support services for new and existing Transit and Rail Projects. We work on Freight, Intercity, Urban Transit, Heavy and Light Rail Systems that connect nodes in an efficient and safe manner.

Services

- Architectural Design
- Structural Design
- MEP
- Stations
- Depot Planning
- Traction
- Track Work
- Fare Collection
- HVAC
- Signaling and Communication
- Rolling Stock
- Depot Equipment
- System Integration
Services

- Alignment Design
- Tunnel Design
- Lining Design
- Ventilation Design
- Construction
- Supervision

Tunnels & Underground Works

Our Geotechnical and Underground Structures Team work on solutions that require Design, Development and Construction of a variety of Subterranean Structures. We have experience and knowledge working on Rail and Highway Tunnels, Underground Parking Spaces, Retention Basins and Underpass Pumping Stations.
Bridges

Our Bridges and Structures Team comprises of a team that has domestic and overseas experience working on Rail and Road bridges in Concrete, Steel and Composite Materials. We have experience on crossings over Urban Streets, Rail, River, Creek and Sea Crossings.

Services

- Alignment Design
- Preliminary Design
- Detailed Design
- Bridge Inspection
- Construction Management
Highways

Our Highways and Roads Team comprises of experts that have designed, managed and delivered construction of low and high capacity roads and highways with a variety of pavement structures. Project Experience comprises Urban Streets, Arterial Roads and Dual Carriageways to development of Controlled Access Highways.

Services

- Feasibility Study
- Preliminary Engineering
- Detailed Design
- Construction Supervision
- Safety Audits
- Quality Assurance and Control (QA / QC)
Buildings

Our Buildings and Vertical Structures Team comprises of **Architects, Landscape Designers and Mechanical, Plumbing and Civil Engineers** that work as an integrated team to design and deliver buildings of various forms and functions. We have the ability and experience to undertake design and deliver assignments to ensure that habitable structures are made available to meet and exceed an Owner’s expectations.

**Services**

- Architectural Design
- Firefighting and Plumbing
- Detailed Engineering
- MEP Work
- Structural Audit
Pre-Engineering Services & Surveys

Our Team of Engineers, Socio-Economic Specialists and Environmental Ecologists are available for impromptu deployment to ensure that project bottle necks are removed, far in advance of any construction activities.

Utility Impact Assessment
- Identification and Classification of Utilities
- Liaison and Coordination with Utility Owner's
- Preparation of temporary and permanent Utility Relocation plan and design
- Cost estimates and budgeting of Utility Impacts

Resettlement and Rehabilitation Survey
- Identification of Land
- Social Assessment Study
- Socio-Economic Survey
- Census survey of Project Affected Families / Project Affected Peoples (PAF / PAP)
- Preparation of Social Impact Assessment (SIA)
- Preparation of Resettlement and Rehabilitation Plan (RAP)

Environmental / Tree Impacts
- Tabulation and Classification of tree species on Projects
- Approval for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
- Approval of Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
- Laboratory Testing and Monitoring of Air, Noise, Dust and Environmental Pollution
Our Ethics Policy

Amiand Consulting Pvt. Ltd. (ACPL) Charter of Ethics and Code of Business Conduct

Objectivity, Integrity, Transparency and Complete Honesty is embedded in ACPL’s business practices and is a fundamental building-block on our Code of Business Conduct Charter.

We are committed to adopting business practices that:

- Respect the spirit and letter of all applicable laws
- Do not indulge in any initiative, direct or indirect action for personal profit and avoid conflict of interest between our role as a Consultant, and in separating personal and private interests particularly in our relationships with our clients, competitors, suppliers or project stakeholders.
- We do not condone or permit accepting gifts, or invitations or personal considerations whatsoever that are not acceptable and or consistent with local cultural standards or practices—or in conflict with, or unacceptable by any larger universal standard of proper ethical business conduct. We refuse all forms of corruption.
- Protect any and all, confidential information to which we may have access through our professional activities.
- Commit to diversity, equal opportunity and providing an environment that allows everyone to reach their full potential at a personal and professional level and we do not allow any form of discrimination of gender, color, caste or creed.

We believe in enjoying our work pursuits and achieving technical and financial fulfillment of our aspirations and are completely committed to embracing the principles of Honesty, Respect, Confidentiality and Compliance in our conduct at all times.